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About This Game

STORY

Her parents are famous writers and big fans of Shakespeare. Hoping for daughter filled with beauty and grace, they named her
Juliet. Instead, their daughter grew up to be the opposite. She's a girl who cares about doing things her own way; the prank

master way.

When her parents bring her to a new town in search of inspiration for their careers, Juliet is enrolled into a new school. A few
unexpected situations make her first day of school, one to remember. Now, after having not pulled a prank in a while, she is

quickly back to her old self. Though this time it's not just all be all about pranks. Juliet might be running into a few unexpected
feelings as well...

FEATURES

3 romance routes

150,000+ words

38 CGs
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15 chibi CGs

10+ original soundtracks

12 endings

Unlockable 'Special' gallery
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A really nostalgic game, I believe It aged gracefully and still Is a good game to kill time.

I played this when I was four or five, I guess my father downloaded It for free so I could play. I forgot about the game until I
saw him on 50% off, I decided to buy It because It gave me so much fun In the past and now I could support the game buying It.

If you play pirated games, buy them one day to support the creators. Popcap made a nostalgic and funny game who deserved my
support.. WOW!

I honestly didn't expect too much when I played it for the first 15 minutes. Small map. Uninteresting npcs. Repetitive.
Then the story starts to unfold and more places are unlocked and if you don't like to play on the stage, you can still have other
options to proceed with it which is a good idea.

This game is very well balanced with regards to the pace of the story and the length of each round. It is definitely worth the
price of under $5! I am only about 25-35% done with the game at 3.8hrs :). If you are into JDM drifting and culture then this is
the game for you. Now i don't mean THE game, but it will put a smile on your face. Drifting that 'not overkill' 86 is momentary
joy. Takes a while to get the flow of it though. The music is also fire. Hope they make different tunes/performance versions for
the car though. And a mountain track!. I didnt play yet alot,but game is amazing and infinite,u must buy it! 10\/10 :D. Does not
seem to work with the newest common sense DLC\/patch. I am unable to see any monuments even when in terrain mode.. Wow,
do NOT buy this full price. Only get it on a sale and honestly you aren't missing anything if you pass on it. (in fact you probably
should) Took me 16 minutes to play, only two small fights, no valuable story content.. There are two constants in the world: how
much Shinobi 3 rocks and how much Desert Gunner sucks. I propose that we shall make use of international star system where a
single star represents Shinobi 3 divided by Desert Gunner.
I rate this game as no stars. It's worse than itself.

Seriously, it's an old shovelware. If you thought that Delta Force: Task Force Dagger was a sellout, just wait until you see.
Generic. Bland. Cheap. Glitchy, sorta. Just use turrets, feel no feedback, no fun, shoot at targets. No music. Sound volume all
over a place. Graphics sucked for 2006, when it came out. Barely any control or much to do aside from aim and shooting, it's
not like you can knock missiles out of air.

Personally, I got only to level 6. Then convoy made a temporary stop and the tank in the rear ended up ramming vehicle in front
until the tank itself blew up. I quit right there. Now I shall go and cry over me, being an idiot who brought some shovelware
games on Steam at whatever year it was.. Ok, so to start - This game runs badly on any CPU with only 4 cores. That puts you i5
owners out there in a pickle. I saw it for myself, my 4690k @ 4.4 ghz was constantly maxed out at 95-100% CPU usage, which
led to lots of stuttering and dropped frames. I've since upgraded (not specifically for this game) to a humble r5 2600 and wow
what a massive difference it made. No more CPU bottleneck. So there's that to consider before you buy this game, can your
CPU run it sufficiently?

With that said, I love this game. It's immersive, unforgiving and incredible fun. One minute you are in a long range gun battle
down an alley way, the next your indoors seeing your buddies get blown to bits by a suicide bomber. I know this game is going
to get better and better. As mentioned in other reviews, there are bugs, no disputing that. What game these days doesn't have
bugs? (*cough BFV cough*) This isn't a AAA game with massive money behind it. The difference here is that the Devs have
passion for this game and seem to love what they do, and it shows through. The game has soul and that's part of the reason I
keep on coming back. The Devs are working hard to iron out issues, updates are coming fairly consistently.

For the record, I'm running a mid range rig. Ryzen 2600 @4ghz, 16gb Ram @3200mhz and an RX 480 Nitro @ factory settings.
1080p at low settings with TAA, I get 100 - 140+ fps. At medium with Very high textures and TAA I get 70 - 100 fps, which is
what I play at (I've got a 75hz monitor). The frames can jump around a bit as mentioned, so I cap mine at 90 and it sits there
most of the time or use Vsync and it's a pretty solid 75 fps.

So that's my two cents. If you can run this game it's totally worth it, and that's why I recommend you giving this game a go.
Cheers.
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This is just brain\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 (the programming language) in 2D. If you like answering questions like "how do
you multiply in brain\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665?" or "how do you sort in brain\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665?" then this is
exactly for you. For a non-programmer this is a big task with high difficulty (maybe impossible if you're not mathematically
talented); for a life-long programmer, this is drudge work. I judge Zachlikes on what they can offer beyond a constrained and
hostile programming environment. In that respect this one ranks near the bottom. And some of the constraints are just downright
perplexing. Why are there chips, that can arbitrarily extend the area used and provide modularity, but no way to reuse chips beyond
clunkily going back to the last one you used and copy\/pasting? Why can numbers go both directions on wires (indeed sometimes
have to, when using a sorter on numbers that can be any sign), but there are no components that can act differently depending on
direction of flow across them, or any way to exploit number collisions? There's just so little room for building on what you have
done before, or exploring emergent complexity.

The game is cheap, and I bought it on sale on top, but even so, I do not feel I got enough game for the money.. It has a really nice
detailing of the bus. There is no good tutorials for this game engine, and when you find one they start using Blender in their tutorial
and not the game engine.
When you do finish making your game and want to find a way to create a save state and load state for the player to save his\/her
work. You'll need to script it with javascript when it states that this game engine allows you to create a whole game without coding,
programming and scripting.
Try to ask around their forums and read what they have to say, even ask the dev to teach you or make a simple plugin for saving
and loading save files because he won't.
If you have Unity 5 you don't need this game engine. Learning to program in C# in Unity 5 is much easier than using this game
engine with no tutorials out there.

Save Game State and Load Game State is very important for the user playing your game. Unless you want them to start all over
again from level 1.

Note: This review will change if they add that save game state and load game state. This is for everyone that wants it for this game
engine.. I've really enjoyed this! Essentially a puzzle game. Simple controls and easy to pick up for shorter sessions. Though I did
catch myself saying... "just one more level" on multiple occasions. Loved the music and sounds as well. Not a difficult game. Not a
long game. But more than worth the $5 price tag. And certainly more than worth the sale price when it is discounted. Community
created maps and levels are a bonus that extend the game. Which I am happy for, as I was sad to complete this one.. VR is a great
platform for stealth games - they really get your blood pumping - and this game does a good job at it! It scratches that \u201csecret
agent doing stealth missions\u201d itch, providing all the essentials: roaming guards to avoid\/kill, a few different mission types,
the ability to hide behind\/under\/in things, limited weapons to use, etc.

There are a few annoyances\/bugs - the inventory doesn\u2019t always worth smoothly, and sometimes you get stuck while
moving around - but those are far from game breaking, and are just more of an annoyance. I also tend to rely on weapons more
than I think I should; it\u2019s easier to sneak up on a bot and kill it, than it is to sneak around it. Perhaps even MORE restricted
weapons, AI that communcates, or creative level design would prevent the player from blasting every badguy encountered.

I\u2019ve played for about an hour, and I\u2019m really liking what I\u2019m seeing. Thumbs: UP!. Full disclosure, I've been
following the developers progress, and I like the guy - so I was pre-hyped for this game. That said, I also paid full price because it
looks like a really fun LAN style game.

I honestly love the cartoon look and feel of the game - it feels just like an old SNES FPS game. The controls feel nice and I had no
issues killing stuff. The tutorial was cute, I loved the SNES style old blue-and-white text dialogs. What can I say, I was pumped and
it actually exceeds my expectations :)

A lot of incomplete stuff floats around these days... this isn't one of those. It is well done.. Do not judge the book by cover. I do not
want to compare this game with other games, how much are similar or not, how much this game is better or not. Simply try it out
and invite your friends to play with you. Graphics are a bit worse than others, but gameplay is quite okay. When you are on a
server with a larger number of players, the game is dynamic, funny and sometimes very PvP. Be sure to download this game, play
it 50-100 hours, buy a premium version, and support game creators. It is now in the beta phase and I can hardly expect the arrival
of the alpha phase of the game.
Be sure to try this game.
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